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A LitRPG saga. The second captivating installment of Aleron Kong's Chaos Seeds series. "We are

life takers and heartbreakers," Richter shouted. "Let's go!" Richter and Sion are at it again! Even

more of what you loved in the first book. Leveling, world building, awesome items, and what's that

you say? Sure! Why not? What's a little necrophilia between friends? Join your favorite Chaos Seed

as he answers the call of adventure and deals with the invaders, greedy dwarves, and a wood elf

that keeps telling him he has a pretty mouth. Welcome back, my friends! Welcome back...to The

Land.
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I read through the 6 published books in less than a week! I could not put it down.This was my first

experience with a LITRPG genre.The concept is that the book reads as though you are playing a

RPG. Including the informative notifications of having received levels, equipment, and branching

skill.It was all the benefits of playing through a well developed, no boundaries RPG, without having

to put in the grind or the work yourself.Plot: The author has created multitudes of what could be

considered major plot points, but few have been fully developed. If this was another author

cough*George*cough, I would be terrified to read another of the series. HOWEVER, the rate at

which this author is producing books is astonishing. I am willing to continue investing and reading

his books! I am excited to see where the story goes and look forward to the next release.



Was very happy to read the land forging. Great continuation of the story started in the first book

forging. Unlike many books in a series I enjoyed not having to relive what happened in the previous

series. Just enough was mentioned to catch up on previous events. I was able to download this

second book for free. I wonder how long I can go before I have to catch up with the next in the

series. This was one of those I can't put it down books and am already jonesing to know what

happens next.

I could hardly put it down. Action packed, exciting, insightful, fun, hilarious, and always making you

say to yourself "I just gotta see what happens next!"Fewer grammatical mistakes and everything

seemed to flow just a little bit better. The story wasn't cliche and I didn't always know what was

going to happen next. Emotions were elicited and suspense rattled my nerves!!

Well written and edited, with plenty of humor and a great game system format. I enjoyed the first

book, but think this story was even more enjoyable with even better characterization. Unfortunately

that means I barely put it down once started and finished it too quickly. Thankfully there is more of

the series to enjoy.

I continue to be surprised by how readable the LitRPG concept is to me. So much exciting story,

going places I didn't expect. I have to be careful when I start one of these because I'm not stopping

until I hit the end. I am forcing myself to read this series slowly, to savor it.

Lets be honest. The Land series is a guilty pleasure. Familiar territory cutting over known ground.

However Aleron has taken the formula a little further with this one. There is a serious attempt to

flesh out the supporting characters and answer some of the plot holes we accept as part of the

genre. To say that they are plot holes is a little unfair as they are genre conceits that we all are

happy to live with in litRPGs. Aleron starts the slow burn to exploring the previous life and values of

the protagonist as well as the motivations for staying in the Land. It'll be interesting to see how this

depth of character develops over the coming books

I have never played a role playing game nor have I ever been a fan of this genre of fiction. Having

said that, however, there is something about this story that has kept me not only turning pages in

book 1 put also spending good Money for book 2. Here's hoping book 3 meets my now high

expectations.



Alright yourWhy do I hear Sterling Archer singing "Danger Zone" as Richter embarks on his

journeys ? I enjoy his bravado but I long for his companions to be better equipped with the ability to

perform in battles; only the Human can excel and gets to dole out power to his community. I realize

the weapons and nonhuman population that he encounters have varied attributes but don't forget

your family...or does he enjoy playing by himself?
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